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EMERGING 2017
Forward
The Ninth International Conference on Emerging Networks and Systems Intelligence
(EMERGING 2017), held between November 12 - 16, 2017, in Barcelona, Spain, constituted a
stage to present and evaluate the advances in emerging solutions for next-generation
architectures, devices, and communications protocols. Particular focus was aimed at
optimization, quality, discovery, protection, and user profile requirements supported by special
approaches such as network coding, configurable protocols, context-aware optimization,
ambient systems, anomaly discovery, and adaptive mechanisms.
Next-generation large distributed networks and systems require substantial reconsideration
of exiting ‘de facto’ approaches and mechanisms to sustain an increasing demand on speed,
scale, bandwidth, topology and flow changes, user complex behavior, security threats, and
service and user ubiquity. As a result, growing research and industrial forces are focusing on
new approaches for advanced communications considering new devices and protocols,
advanced discovery mechanisms, and programmability techniques to express, measure and
control the service quality, security, environmental and user requirements.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Technology and networking trends
 Applications and services
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the EMERGING 2017
technical program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly
thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to EMERGING
2017. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted
of top quality contributions.
We also gratefully thank the members of the EMERGING 2017 organizing committee for
their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that EMERGING 2017 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field
of emerging networks and systems intelligence.
We also hope that Barcelona, Spain, provided a pleasant environment during the
conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the unique charm of the city.
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A Tracking Assisted Relaying Scheme for Decentralized Wireless Networks
Baohua Shao, Mark S. Leeson
School of Engineering
University of Warwick
Coventry CV4 7AL, UK
e-mail: b.shao@warwick.ac.uk; mark.leeson@warwick.ac.uk

Abstract— We present a computationally simple
approach for mobile node motion recognition and prediction
in decentralized wireless networks. The ability to observe
and analyze movement data and infer targeted mobile
subscriber motion strategies offers performance gains in
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs). The method here offers
new mechanisms for the Store-Carry and Forward Relaying
Scheme to create opportunities for the system to increase its
overall performance. The motion data are processed by the
Kalman Filter (KF) algorithm, which may be viewed as a
series of prediction, tracking and smoothing calculations of
the movement of mobile subscribers. The outcomes illustrate
that the algorithm performs well on prediction and tracking
the motion of mobile users. A Java based routing protocol
implementation of the KF algorithm offers a delivery
probability of at least 0.7 and a mean hop count of between
2.1 and 3.7 for small and large networks, respectively. For
modest node densities, between 60% and 80% of the
messages will be delivered but after a substantial delay.
Thus, the approach described will be of benefit in data
collection as part of the Internet of Things and small sensor
networks.
Keywords— Store-Carry and Forward; Decentralized
Wireless Networks; Kalman Filter

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the aspects introduced into networking by the
use of wireless links is the potential mobility of the
communicating nodes but in a classic infrastructure-based
wireless network, a fixed access point provides onward
routing into a wired network [1]. In recent years, the idea
of mobile ad hoc networking without a pre-defined
structure or designated central controller has gained in
popularity with the use of multiple network hops providing
the necessary communication range [2]. In such a
decentralized wireless network, each of the mobile nodes
is allowed to determine how to assist other network nodes
since stable end-to-end paths rarely exist because of node
mobility, node sparsity and node connection or
disconnection [3]. The prevailing network conditions
produce a Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), in which
connectivity is provided between a pair of nodes despite
the intermittent connectivity and long delays to provide
more network flexibility and resilience [4]. The network
uses the limited connectivity to forward segments of the
payload, which can thus be randomly forwarded to any
neighboring nodes. This has the potential to lead to
unmanageable system efficiency, intolerable overall delay
and considerable energy wastage. As a result, specialized
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routing paradigms have been developed for DTNs [5] that
utilize the Store-Carry and Forward (SCF) relaying scheme
[6] that is further discussed in Section II. There has also
been substantial interest in the use of predictive
information to assist in the SCF process, which will also be
discussed in Section II. The mechanisms used to determine
the forwarding in SCF will critically influence the wireless
network performance. The key metrics include network
efficiency, transmission delay, Quality of Service (QoS),
energy efficiency and network load distribution. Wireless
networks provide subscriber mobility and flexibility,
allowing portable device vendors to implement more
advanced features than in wired networks. The SCF
relaying scheme utilizes this mobility to achieve relaying
but the positional uncertainty of the wireless nodes can
lead to uncontrollable DTN performance. Thus, subscriber
motion prediction offers the prospect of well-managed and
optimized relay routing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the context for the work is provided by a short overview
of the literature. The methods of node movement
prediction are introduced in the Section III and then the
simulation methods are contained in Section IV,
culminating with the results obtained. The final section
presents the conclusions and suggestions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
To deal with the motion of the nodes within a DTN, it
has been common to form routing paths between nodes
that are in each other’s direct communication range [7].
Thus, the network needs to maintain an end-to-end
structure whilst its intermediate structure varies with node
movement. This is difficult because the variations in node
positions constantly change the underlying communication
graph and mean that nodes must quickly adapt to the new
configurations. One of the methods for solving this
problem is link reversal [8], which models the problem as
a directed graph, reversing the link directions when
needed as a result of motion induced connection loss.
Unfortunately, as shown in [8], the time to produce a
stable link for communication grows as the square of the
number of nodes in the network, limiting the scalability of
such algorithms. As a result, the SCF approach [6] was
developed, in which intermediate mobile nodes store
messages in their local memories if they do not encounter
a suitable relay node. The messages are then carried whilst
the nodes move until they find an appropriate node to
which they can forward their data towards the destination.

1
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Early DTN protocols such as epidemic routing [9]
operated without network information to aid their
decisions. The target in such an approach is to spread
packets rapidly throughout the network without a node
selection criterion (that would need extra information).
Packets are copied at all node encounters and persist in the
network until they reach their destination or exceed a
chosen lifetime. Protocol performance drops with
increasing load because of the growing demands for
storage space and low probability that useful forwarding
nodes will be encountered rapidly. Limiting the number of
copies permitted was introduced by protocols such as
Spray-and-Wait (SnW) [10]. In this method, once the
maximum number of copies is reached, the carrying node
keeps the packet until it reaches the destination, storage
limits are exceeded or the packet times out. To overcome
the limitations of the random approach above, many
protocols have been developed that collect network
information to select relay nodes enhancing delivery
probability despite limited storage and energy resources
[5]. A well-known example of a protocol that predicts
contacts among DTN nodes is PROPHET [11]. This
produces a node metric via the number of meetings
between nodes; the link weightings between nodes are
increased when they meet along with the weightings of
other nodes that they have met. The adoption of this
method produces an increased delivery ratio but at the
price of an increased average packet delay. The
information gleaned from node interactions may also be
used to detect what can be described as social relationships
between the network nodes [12]. These formalize the
concept that to be considered part of the same community,
nodes should be in frequent, regular and long-lasting
contact that will suggest promising forwarding paths. For
brevity, the summary above naturally leaves out many
variations on the themes presented, so the interested reader
is referred to [13] for further details and references.
With particular reference to uncertainty in wireless
subscriber movement prediction, it is known that given
knowledge of a large population, accuracies approaching
90% can be achieved [14]. However, here we need realtime estimation based on limited information. Sometimes,
the DTN in question will have movement restrictions such
as that considered by Ahmed and Kanhere [15]. They
considered operation where public transport networks or
street patterns reduced the range of subscriber movement
choices to simplify the prediction work. In general, we
need to allow the networks nodes more freedom and the
approach taken can be reactive or proactive [16]. In the
former, nodes report their location to a central network
authority such as a base station. However, in the latter,
prediction is used and this has the potential to reduce the
inevitable latency whilst waiting for location updates. The
uncertainty arises from the mobility model extending into
the future based on known mobility history data. The
success of a mobility model depends on how well it can
learn and predict future node locations based on the
available scenario history [16]. User movements are to a
large degree predictable [17] so the problem becomes one
of designing an efficient location prediction algorithm
using past data.
Similarly, the idea of using prior probability and
Bayesian inference to properly drive a search process in ad
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hoc delay tolerant networks has been exploited [18]. This
use of a generic computable inference mechanism to
increase the performance of DTNs has gained popularity in
the last few years, culminating in a recent study employing
a weighted feature Bayesian predictor that outperforms a
naïve Bayesian approach [19]. However, there is no
comprehensive and systematic research study on the entire
system to improve the network performance by using
rigorous prediction and analysis methods. Although
Kalman filtering has been used to update connection
probabilities [20], the work in [18] was the first adoption
of Bayesian inference, in the context of DTN routing.
However, the main focus of the paper is on gradient
routing in which the message tends to follow a gradient of
increasing utility function values towards the destination.
Another paradigm has been employed by Talipov et al.
[21], who utilize a hidden Markov model to predict to
predict the future location of individuals. The inspiration
for the scheme is the same as ours and based on the
observations of Gonzalez et al. [22] that human trajectories
show a high degree of temporal and spatial regularity, and
in social environments individuals move subject to a
deterministic schedule with only a few random deviations.
III. PREDICTION METHOD
The movement prediction of mobile terminals
comprises a series of estimations of moving targets. This
can use techniques from problems in different areas such
as tracking flying objects using radar. Tracking is a special
case of estimation, as the inference of mobile subscriber
movement will be represented as a set of complex state
space estimation elements [23], each of which records a
certain mobile subscriber’s position, instantaneous velocity
and instantaneous acceleration (or deceleration). For each
particular moment or interval, every individual mobile
node has its own state data set indicating its state space
information forming a state space identification vector. A
series of these vectors record the trajectory of a mobile
subscriber or preset mobile user group within the network.
All the mobile nodes have the ability to move freely
around the radio frequency coverage area, with their
random motion forming a random walk stochastic system.
The unknown state of the targeted wireless subscriber
(denoted by X) is computable based on the observation or
measurement (denoted by Y) of mobile subscriber
behavior. Prediction is then possible with inference using
historical measurements [24].
These potentially computationally burdensome tasks,
such as algorithm computation and historical data storage,
need to be performed by each individual subscriber’s
mobile device, such as smartphones, tablets, e-book
readers, portable handsets and laptops. The outcomes need
to be propagated wirelessly. Each mobile device will have
its own limitations on processing capacity, embedded
storage memory and particularly wireless bandwidth.
Thus, the computerized algorithms need to be simplified
and utilized on a minimized scale, which is within mobile
device capabilities including the available wireless link
bandwidth. Each mobile node only needs to track and
predict nodes that can establish direct bi-directional radio
connections between the two adjacent nodes. The
prediction information is only exchanged among these
neighboring mobile nodes. Thus, for prediction, each
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mobile node needs to obtain its neighbor node state
information nodes by movement tracking.
Here, established Bayesian statistical methods are used
to accomplish the moving object motion prediction
operation [25]. According to the overall behavior of
mobile subscribers, the nodes will be classified into
different categories by utilizing different criteria, for
instance, non-maneuvering objects and maneuvering
objects. If the objects are maintaining a constant velocity
so that they may be classified as non-maneuvering objects,
then the system is Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) [24]
and may be solved using linear system models. The motion
of maneuvering objects is normally more dynamic with
different accelerations and the trajectory is non-linear so
the solution will be more difficult and perhaps only suboptimal solutions can be obtained [26].
IV. TRACKING STRATEGIES
The tracking problem is actually to estimate the state of
moving mobile subscribers (targets) based on the
observation data via statistical algorithms. The state of the
targets can thus be seen as in a dynamical system [27] with
time independent states, forming an autonomous system.
The trajectories of targeted mobile subscribers are
normally continuous, but observations are made at fixed
time intervals and so are taken in a discrete mode. This
mathematical statistics status is called the continuous –
discrete filtering mode [23], with the discrete observations
forming the state space information input.
The classical Bayesian approach provides us with a
method to deduce the further states of observed moving
objects. Bayes’ theorem [25] implies that the mobile node
states can be predicted from the observation data, which is
the joint probability of the state of event x and the
observation of event y divided by the unconditional
probability of the observation of event y, which is the
normalization factor.
The movement of a mobile subscriber is a random
walk [24] obeying the Markov property [28], so the
stochastic motion of each mobile node can be treated as a
series of Markov process individually. A first order
Markov chain can be used for predicting the state space
identification of each mobile subscriber step by step. The
recursive Bayesian solution is [28]:
𝑝(𝒙𝑘 |𝒚𝑘 ) =

𝑝(𝒚𝑘 |𝒙𝑘 )
𝑝(𝒙𝑘 |𝒙𝑘−1 )𝑝(𝒙𝑘−1 |𝒚𝑘−1 ) (1)
𝑝(𝒚𝑘 |𝒚𝑘−1 )

Leading to a state conditional density:
𝑝(𝒙𝑘 |𝒚𝑘 ) = ∫

𝒙𝑘−1

𝑝(𝒙𝑘 |𝒚𝑘 )𝑑𝒙𝑘−1

(2)

In these equations, the superscripts refer to vectors of
all x or y values from one to k or k-1 whereas the subscripts
denote single instances of x or y.
A. Simulation Model
The targeted system and observation methods are
based on linear system models with quadratic system
optimization. The wireless system and observation are
subject to Gaussian noise so they obey the basic LQG
regulator [24]. Hence, the object tracking and movement
prediction problem can be solved by a Kalman Filter (KF)
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[24]. Equation (2) is the recursive estimation of the state
conditional
density
function
and
the
term
𝑝(𝒙𝑘−1 |𝒚𝑘−1 )gives the prior probability density function.
In the Bayesian recursive solution, 𝑝(𝒙𝑘 |𝒚𝑘 ) is a
conditional density of the targeted mobile subscriber state
𝒙𝑘 = (𝑥𝑘1 , 𝑥𝑘2 , … , 𝑥𝑘𝑛 ) ∈ ℝn at the moment k given all
the observed data 𝒚𝑘 = (𝒚1 , 𝒚2 , … , 𝒚𝑘 ) with 𝒚𝑘 =
(𝑦𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑘2 , … , 𝑦𝑘𝑚 ) ∈ ℝm .
The moving object tracking algorithm with noise is:
𝒙𝑘 = f(𝒙𝑘−1 ) + 𝒗𝑘

(3)

where f(𝒙) is some function of 𝒙 and 𝒗𝑘 is a vector of
Gaussian noise.
In practice, the movement of mobile users cannot
remain at a constant velocity or absolute steady state but
relatively small perturbations occur that can be regarded as
Gaussian noise. Given that only a small portion of wireless
users will exhibit high mobility [22], such a model is of
some utility.
In the decentralized wireless networks designed to
date, each mobile node has to observe the movement of
other nearby nodes and try to estimate the state to
implement the SCF relaying scheme. Here, this state is
restricted to the position and velocity of the mobile
subscriber wireless nodes. The observation cannot be ideal,
and there is always some noise that enters the system.
Generally, the KF algorithm is able to deal with two kinds
of noise, namely measurement or sensor noise and
transition or process noise [29]. Both types of noise are
zero mean Gaussian in nature, and the dynamic and
observation models are linear Gaussian. The filtering
model presented above obeys the basic LQG regulator as
mentioned before, so the filtering equation can be
expressed as [30]:
(4)
𝒙𝑘 = 𝐀𝒙𝑘−1 + 𝒒𝑘−1
(5)

𝒚𝑘 = 𝐇𝒙𝑘−1 + 𝒓𝑘

where 𝒙𝑘 is the hidden state vector and 𝒚𝑘 is the
observation vector at time k, respectively; 𝒒𝑘−1 ~𝑁(0, 𝑄)
is the transition noise; 𝒓𝑘 ~𝑁(0, 𝑅) is the sensor noise.
The movement of the mobile subscriber is described by
two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, so the hidden state
vector has four dimensions 𝒙𝑘 = (𝑥𝑘1 , 𝑥𝑘2 , 𝑥𝑘3 , 𝑥𝑘4 ). The
first two elements capture the position of the mobile node
and the second two represent its corresponding velocity.
The observation vector is 𝒚𝑘 = (𝑦𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑘2 ).
The matrices within the dynamic model are:
1
𝐀 = (0
0
0

0
1
0
0

∆𝑡 0
1 0 1 0
0 ∆𝑡) = (0 1 0 1)
1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1
0 0 0 1
0.1 0
0
0
0
0.1
0
0)
𝐐=(
0
0 0.1 0
0
0
0 0.1
where ∆t is one second in the simulations and 𝑸(𝑖, 𝑗) is
the transition covariance [14].
The matrices in the observation model are:
𝐇=(

1
0

0
1

0
0

0
)
0
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1 0
)
0 1
where 𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗) is the observation covariance [14].
𝐑=(

Here, the KF equations can be described as two steps
[30]:
(i) prediction:
𝒎−
𝑘 = 𝐀 𝑘−1 𝒎𝑘−1

(6)

𝑷𝑘− = 𝐀𝑘−1 𝑷𝑘−1 𝐀𝑇𝑘−1 + 𝑸𝑘−1

(7)

the black line linking the black squares is the ‘real path’ of
the motion of a certain mobile node. The blue stars
indicate the observed location of the mobile device which
simulates the measurements from another neighboring
mobile terminal. The red crosses show the KF outcomes,
processed by the neighboring mobile smart device with the
estimated path represented by the red dotted line.

(ii) update:
𝐒𝑘 = 𝐇. 𝐏𝑘− . 𝐇 𝑇 + 𝐑

(8)

𝐊 𝑘 = 𝐏𝑘− . 𝐇 𝑇 . 𝐒𝑘−1
𝐦𝑘 =

𝐦−
𝑘

+ 𝐊 𝑘 . {𝒚𝑘 −

(9)
𝐇. 𝐦𝑘− }

𝐏𝑘 = 𝐏𝑘− − 𝐊 𝑘 . 𝐒𝑘 . 𝐊 𝑇𝑘

(10)
(11)

In which
𝒚𝑘 is the measurement at the time step k;
𝐏𝑘 is the covariance of a Kalman/Gaussian filter at
the time step k;
𝐏𝑘− is the predicted covariance of a
Kalman/Gaussian filter at the time step k just before
the measurement 𝒚𝑘 ;
𝑺𝑘 is the innovation covariance of a Kalman/
Gaussian filter at step k;
𝐊 𝑘 is the gain matrix of a Kalman/Gaussian filter;
𝐦𝑘 is the mean of a Kalman/Gaussian filter at the
time step k;
𝐦𝑘− is the predicted mean of a Kalman/Gaussian
filter at the time step k just before the measurement
𝒚𝑘 .
Before the filtering process starts, both the state vector
𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥_𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭𝐞 (which is a column vector) and the state
covariance vector 𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥_𝐕 have to be initialized thus:
10
𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥_𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭𝐞 = (10)
0
0
10 0
0
0
0
10
0
0)
𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥_𝐕 = (
0
0 10 0
0
0
0 10
B. Algorithm Simulation
To simulate the scenario studied, the true mobile user
locations are generated by MATLAB, producing a
stochastic linear dynamical system, which is a type of
hidden state [29]. This is because the mobile node states
cannot be directly measured by neighboring mobile
subscribers and KF algorithms are used for estimation.
Figure 1 illustrates the results of simulated KF algorithms
using 50 individual states in each time step. These are the
true states that simulate the real locations of the mobile
subscriber during a continuous period of time, and that are
represented by the black squares. The trajectory shown by
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Fig. 1. Results of the prediction simulation for the filtering model.

It may be seen in Figure 1 that for most of the time, the
filtered trace represents the true path well. Only when the
mobile user’s movement is more dynamic (close to the
maneuvering model), particularly the right hand side of
Figure 1, does the algorithm have difficulty following the
true path. Nevertheless, when the motion of the object
exhibits behavior that is close to the non-maneuvering
scenario, the outcomes still reflect the real motion of the
target very well as in the top and bottom parts of the
trajectory, and the mismatched portion is relevant small.
C. Protocol Simulation
The simulation testbed for this part used the
Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator and
a JAVA based protocol for the KF routing scheme was
developed. For testing the performance, resilience and
tolerance of designed protocol, the sample dataset that
comes with the ONE simulator package was utilized to
simulate a complex wireless network condition, which is
the data collected from the downtown Helsinki area.
Parameters for the simulation configurations are specified
in Table 1. These are chosen to be of the same order as the
parameters in [5] with the buffer size large enough that it
does not impact performance [5].
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS OF SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS

Simulation Time (s)
Buffer Size (MB)
Packet Lifetime
Message Interval (s)
Message Size (kB)
Number of Nodes

86400
50
100 minutes
3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60
500
40, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500

The message interval simulated the information rate of
the sender. The parameters for this category tested the
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circumstances from a low packet generation rate of 1
packet per minute (67 kbps) to a high packet generation
rate of 20 packets per minute (1.33 Mbps). The number of
nodes varied the density of the wireless system from a
low-density (40 nodes) mobile network to an extremely
high-density (500 nodes) system.
In this work, there are four key factors of wireless
system that are addressed to evaluate the overall
performance of proposed mobile routing strategy, which
are: Delivery Probability, Overhead Ratio, Average
Latency and Average number of hops.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Delivery probability; (b) average hop count as a funcion of
data rate for low node density.

Figure 5 shows that the overhead ratio decreases from
148% to 31% as the bit rate increases but this is
accompanied by an increase in average Latency from 1875
seconds to 3153 seconds.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Delivery probability; (b) average hop count for different
network densities.

Figure 2 shows the performance of the proposed
protocol at the maximum bit rate considered. It provides
good resilience for different network densities and
maintains a delivery probability in excess of 0.7 for all
circumstances. Moreover, as the algorithm is able to
predict the movement of portable nodes, the protocol
delivers an average hop count of between 2.1 and 3.7,
leading to the involvement of fewer intermediate nodes in
the relaying path saving retransmission energy and
improving efficiently.
Figure 3 shows that the overhead ratio rises sharply
with the number of nodes since there are more possible
packet relay candidates. However, there is a corresponding
decrease in the average latency as there are more nodes
that can complete delivery. The balance of these two
factors makes the protocol able to maintain useful
performance when the network setup changes.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) overhead ratio; (b) average latency for different network
densities.

To test the capability of the protocol to deal with
various traffic volumes, the packet generation rate in a
network comprising 40 nodes was varied. Figure 4
illustrates the variation in delivery probability and hop
count as the data rate increases. The former drops with
increasing traffic volumes but the KF protocol still
maintains a probability of approximately 0.6 whilst the hop
count falls from almost three to a little over two with
increasing bit rate.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Overhead ratio; (b) average hop count as a funcion of data
rate for low node density.

The KF relaying scheme exhibits a good overall
performance which benefits from the portable device
movement predication ability allow more packets to arrive
successfully at the receiver or be relayed to the correct
intermediate nodes. This feature maintains the delivery
probability at a high value whilst and keeping the average
hop count at a low level.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The KF is an optimal recursive data processing
algorithm [24] that provides the online estimation solution
to solve the object tracking problem. We have presented a
detailed evaluation of the performance of a protocol that
utilizes KF algorithm models. This has shown that such an
approach enables smart devices to predict and track the
motion of a targeted mobile node and assist it to find the
next hop as a better or best option for a relaying route. The
subsequent routing protocol simulation results proved the
theoretical idea. The strengths of the KF are that the
algorithm is rather small and simple and thus the majority
of mobile devices and sensors are able to process the
program. Moreover, the algorithm does not require
substantial memory resources to store the movement
history of targeted mobile node.
The results indicate that the KF algorithm will face
challenges when significant numbers of wireless users fall
into the category where a maneuvering model is needed.
When the user is moving unsteadily, both the direction and
the velocity could be changing at all times; in the case,
acceleration or deceleration will be included in future as
another dimension of the state vector to indicate the state
of the mobile subscriber. However, as the dimension of the
inputs becomes high, the calculation volume will
substantially increase exponentially. Thus, to let the
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algorithm still be available for individual smart devices,
the computation time should be taken into account.
Nevertheless, the results indicate that at modest node
densities, the protocol will deliver between 60% and 80%
of the messages but after a substantial delay. Thus, realtime applications will not be well served by the simple
approach taken here but it will be useful, for example in
data collection as part of the Internet of Things.
Our ongoing work shows that in sparse networks, the
KF algorithm exhibits similar delivery probabilities,
latency and hops counts to established protocols such as
Spray and Wait. Although some of the advantage is lost
with dense and complex networks, the protocol’s
simplicity offers utility to, for example, small sensor
networks. Its modest bandwidth requirements also offer
advantages in constrained communication environments.
As a classical optimal prediction and tracking
algorithm, the KF is suitable for many scenarios, since
only small portion of wireless users will exhibit high
mobility [17]. The introduction of users who move rapidly
according to a random walker model as described by
Shang [31] would lead to significant prediction errors.
Hence, to broaden the application of this smart relaying
scheme to include such very mobile users, other algorithms
that can improve the prediction and tracking performance
for the maneuvering model, such as the Extended KF
(EKF), Unscented KF (UKF), Particle Filter and other
potential filtering schemes [28] will be examined in the
future.
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Abstract— This study presents a science simulation
game, and evaluates in great depth its impact on
education operation management. The suggested
simulation was empirically examined by investigating the
nature and composition of its framework. The
descriptive quantitative methodology was appointed to
answer the research questions. Data was collected from
308 student participants in both Cycles One and Two,
along with their parents, learning support assistants, and
teachers. The findings revealed that the students who
played the game experienced a deeper level of learning
by the action of intrinsic motivation. Furthermore,
simple decision-making skills could be acquired with
traditional teaching methods, but simulation games were
more effective when students had to develop decisionmaking abilities for managing complex and dynamic
situations.
Keywords-simulations;
interactive
environment; intrinsic motivation.
I.

learning

INTRODUCTION

The recent generation of private school students is
experiencing the world with their personal computers (PCs).
Many have invested much energy playing computer games
and are presently highly skilled at learning and applying
complex arrangements of standards through game playing.
Proserpio and Gioia claimed that the pedagogical method of
the new virtual generation varies from the previously used
methods. It is significantly more visual, intelligent, and
concentrated on critical thinking [1]. While this could be
viewed as a danger to the traditional learning methods, it
could likewise be viewed as a chance to develop simulation
games that empower the learning of management practices
and standards.
Creators utilize diverse wordings to characterize
simulation technologies that range from top administration,
to pilot test programs, to business test systems, to simulation
games, to large and small scale universes, to learning
research facilities [2]. Simulations and games are broadly
utilized in different domains of educational courses. The
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utilization of simulation and games relies to a great extent on
educator’s personal capabilities, learning goal and familiarity
with the courses instead of their basic knowledge. The
confusion between simulations and games has been available
from the time that simulation was invented [3]. Since game
based learning is becoming more important in teaching, there
is a need to verify the utilization of simulation and games.
Despite the fact that there have been numerous endeavors
at elucidation, it is still essential to stress the contrasts
between the two concepts and to characterize a simulation
game. Webster characterizes a simulation as "the illustration
of the action or qualities of one framework using another
framework, esp. utilizing a PC". strictly speaking; simulation
involves the description of a part of reality in view of an
improved, and reflective model.
Game is any challenge (play) among players working
under imperatives (rules) for a goal, winning, triumph or
payoff is a game [4]. Game is along these lines a chance to
utilize one's aptitudes and contend with others. The
nomenclature additionally proposes a simulation and
pleasant action, despite the fact that in academic setting
diversions ought not to be utilized chiefly for entertainment.
In reality, Abt (1970) alludes to educational games as
"significant games." A game is not inevitably a simulation
[5].
Simulations, interactive techniques, allow students to
practice something that is not quite the same as what they are
familiar with [6]. This new experience can prompt more
noteworthy appreciation of the content as well. Upon
teaching operation management, simulation games embrace
a problem-based learning method [7][8]. The problem-based
learning method requires educators to introduce students to
real-world operation problems that demand to be evaluated
and solved.
This paper is organized into five sections as follows:
Section two contains a historical view of simulation. Section
three portrays a literature review of the pedagogical
simulation, through describing the type of simulation used in
the study, and effectiveness along intrinsic motivation level.
The fourth section investigates the research method upon
discussing the data collection, measurements, findings, and
analysis of data. The paper concludes with a brief discussion
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of the limitation of the research and next steps to be taken
into account.
II. HISTORICAL VIEW OF SIMULATIONS
From a long time ago, simulation and games have been
employed for training purposes. Their creation is tracked to
war games that were used in ancient China. War games,
mainly in the sort of wide games, like chess, have been well
known. In Germany, during the 17th century, they were
changed into more intellectual and composite games [9].
Game and Simulation first appeared in the wide educational
spot in the late 1950s. However, Lane declared in 1995 that
management diversions and simulations were in the news and
their utilization was expanding after fifteen years. Until the
mid-1970s, they did not exist in the instructional outline
development [10].
In the past, medical models were used as tools in the
study of anatomy; mainframe computer-based simulations
were generally utilized within the 1960s [11]. Ellington
announced in 1981 that computer-based simulations have
been used in science education at all levels.
In the last ten years, new simulation games have evolved
as teaching tools in marketing, financial management, project
management, knowledge management, risk management and
microeconomics [12].
III. PEDAGOGICAL SIMULATIONS
A. Types of pedagogical simulations
Computer simulation for pedagogic purposes, which
utilizes the computer as a learning domain, is called
computer-assisted learning (CAL). Those alleged "training
simulations" commonly come in one of three classifications,
according to Stančić [13]:
• "Live" simulation – real individuals utilize the simulated
device in the real setting,
• "Virtual" simulation – real individuals utilize the
simulated device in a virtual setting, and
• "Constructive" simulation – simulated individuals utilize
the simulated device in a virtual setting.
It is imperative to notice that in every one of the three
cases individuals manage the simulated device and that
demonstrates the distinction among simulation and
experimentation. Data of science incorporates the greater
part of the above-mentioned employments of a computer and
classifications of simulation. That is vital for the
improvement of long lasting learning, with an exceptionally
noteworthy part of between actions. The virtual simulation
was employed for this study that is framed around a
prototype of reality in which the children act, perform
certain roles, and make decisions essential to deal with the
intrinsic problematic cases and utilizing specific structured
equipment [14][15].
‘Helping Plants Grow Well’ is the title of simulation
employed, which allows students in both grades one and two
to investigate various quantities of the variables needed for
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plant growth. The third grade simulation game is entitled
‘Habitat’ and teaches students about proper animal habitat,
and their position in the food chain. The fourth grade
simulation is entitled ‘Life Cycle’ and illustrates plant parts
and their functions. These simulations are present on BBC
website [16].
B. Effectiveness along intrinsic motivation
Simulations based reviews have specified that it is a
compelling
educational
technique
for
theoretical
advancement in science and additionally formative appraisal
system, and suggested that it would have an advantageous
effect on reasonable change.
Numerous experimental
studies revealed that simulation games intensify their
motivation, including ability, intrigue or interest, and
endeavors [17-19].
Students who experienced game based learning domain
exhibited higher statistical significance of intrinsic
motivation than those who acquired education in
conventional school environment [20].
Simulations not only help students to comprehend the
material better, but also expand student’s interest for the
content of the material. In 2011, Neumann, Neumann, and
Hood [21] examined computer-based simulations in a school
statistic's course where 38 students consented to take part.
After the class, the students were reached for a 20 minutes
telephone call and their responses were put into defined
categories when possible. Utilizing the computer based
simulation assisted 66 % of students to experience the
actual-world application of the specific subject, assisted 60.5
% to comprehend and gain knowledge about the material,
created interest and attentiveness in 29 % of the students,
motivated 18 % of the students to discover and expanded
enjoyment in 16 % of the students.
IV. RESEARCH METHOD
A systematic review comprised of five stages: (1)
recognition of research, (2) choice of primary studies, (3)
study quality appraisal, (4) data extraction and observing, and
(5) data analysis [22] was used. The main research objective
was to analyze the impact and execution of simulation games
in private schools and to investigate the interrelationships
between the barriers and the impact of other contextual
factors in the pedagogic environment.
A. Data collection
The target population for the current study was students
at cycle’s one and two (6 -10 years old) from Family School
in Magdouche and National Evangelical School in Nabatieh.
Data was collected from March 20, 2017, untill April 25,
2017.
Participants were recruited from the science classes at
cycles one and two. The researchers selected the sample for
the study using stratified random because Robson [23]
contends that sampling theory supports stratified random
sampling as an efficient choice since the means of the
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stratified samples are likely to be closer to the mean of the
population overall.
The method of collecting data included both control/test
and pre/post groups, in addition to a hard copy of the
questionnaire, which was filled with the assistance of each
classroom teacher. A total of 158 responses were collected
from control/test group, and 308 responses at pre/post test
groups.
B. Measurements
•
The control/test group results were compared and
discussed to prove the effectiveness of the research. Through
obtaining the mean, mode, standard deviation and standard
error.
• The student’s questionnaire included three-likert
scale response (i.e., -1=disagree, 0=neutral, 1=agree). A
smiling face indicated that the students agree. A null face
indicated that the student is unaware of the answer, and an
unhappy face pointed for disagreeing. It was used with all
items.
• The questionnaire was divided into five domains, and
within lays 21 items. The obtained results present the mean,
mode, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of each
item with their total values.
• The pre/post test grades were compared to emphasize
on the pedagogic impact of the simulation game. The
obtained results presented the mean, standard deviation, and
standard error.
• All students had no previous preparation for pre/post
test.
C. Findings
The questionnaire was distributed to students, to measure
the impact of the simulation game on their academic
achievement. Students in cycle one were assisted by the
science teachers upon reading the preceding items.
TABLE I.

STUDENTS’ PERCEPTION ON THE SIMULATION
GAME
Construct
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Educational goal
(%)
(%)
(%)
1. The simulation game is helpful
80.2
11
8.8
and useful for you current lesson.
2. The simulation game covers
70.8
21.8
7.5
the important topics in the lesson.
3. The simulation game has
80.2
12.3
7.5
increased your knowledge in the
lesson.
4. The simulation game has
56.5
20.8
22.7
transferred some practical skills
to you.
5. The simulation game is
88.6
8.8
2.6
interesting and enjoyable
Knowledge
6. The simulation game enables
86
8.8
5.2
you to apply the lesson.
7. Playing simulation game
37.8
11.4
50.8
demands more effort than you
expected.
8. Playing simulation game
10.7
8.5
engaged you more in the
80.8
lesson.
9. The simulation game was good
82.8
9.1
8.1
in testing your decision-
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making.
10. The simulation game
provided you with the
knowledge that you can use in
real life.
Social learning and
environment
11. I worked more with other
group members.
12. My group and I dealt with the
game challenges perfectly.
13. I had fun while playing the
game with my group.
14. Teamwork is important for
performing well in the
simulation game.
Student perception toward
instruction
15. The simulation game
instructions were well
organized.
16. The simulation game
organization is acceptable.
17. The simulation game was
easy to understand and play.
Evaluation
18. The simulation game results
represent your decision.
19. The performance report is
easy to read.
20. The time to take the decisions
was enough.
21. The animation of the
simulation game is helpful.

81.5

12.3

6.2

69.2

1.9

28.9

62.3

16.3

21.4

15.6

18.2

74.6

18.9

6.5

70.8

25.3

3.9

81.5

14.9

3.6

75.3

16.6

8.1

90.6

6.5

2.9

55.8

23.4

20.8

57.5

18.8

23.7

89.9

6.2

3.9

66.2

Table I lists the perceived intrinsic motivation
throughout the game. On one hand, the majority of the
students (88.6%) agreed that the game developed interest.
On the other hand, a few students (2.8%) disagreed with that.
Concerning the effort exerted, the students’ perception was
positive, in which (50.8%) disagreed that the experienced
game demanded more effort. Explicitly, (74.6%) agreed that
simulation enhances social learning. Most of the students
(75.3%) agreed that the game instructions were easy to
understand, which made them do better. Only a few (2.9%)
of students did not agree that the game results represented
their decision, therefore the hypothesis suggesting that
simulation games enhance the decision-making capacity of
students has been corroborated.
D. Data Analysis
The researchers started with comparing control-test
groups at the baseline, through a sample of 158 students
from National Evangelical School in Nabtieh. The stratified
random sample continued students from both cycle one and
two.
TABLE II.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS SUMMARY FOR
CCONTROL/TEST GROUP

Control
group
Test
group

Mean

Mode

7.392

7

8.512

10

Standard
deviation
1.894
1.534

Standard
error
0.150

Sample
size
158

0.122

158
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Table II shows that the average mean of the control group
was lower than that of the test group (7.932< 8.512). The
average score obtained by the control group is lower than that
of the test group (7<10), showing that the group learned
through simulation game achieved a better outcome.
However, the standard deviation of the control group was
higher than that of the test group (1.894> 1.534).
After comparing the control and test groups, which
revealed the academic progress of the test group students, the
researchers executed a study quality appraisal on pre-post test
groups. The same topic was taught to students at both
schools, where the pretest was done at the end of the
traditional educational method, while the post-test was done
at the end of the simulation.
TABLE III. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS SUMMARY FOR
PRE/POST TESTS
Standard
Mean
CV
Sample size
deviation
7.355
1.986
16.2%
308
Pre-test
Post-test

9.020

1.068

8.7%

308

Table III shows the grade results from both intended
schools. The pre and post-test were the same to exclude any
possible contamination. The mean value clearly reveals the
progress that students made upon the practice of simulation
game, in which their average increased by two grades
(7.355>9.020). However, the standard deviation was used to
measure the amount of variation of the set of pre/post data
values. It shows that the variation in pre-test group (1.986)
was higher than that of post-test group (1.068). Hence, the
simulation game experienced by the students was effective.
At the end of the science course, present students gave
their response to the questionnaire.
TABLE IV.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS SUMMARY FOR THE
STUDENTS’ QUESTIONNAIRE
Mean
Mode
SD
CV
1

0.494

111.4%

0.8

0.64

203.26%

1

0.775

168.7%

Students
perception toward 0.706
instruction

1

0.553

79.5%

0.605

1

0.623

143.6%

0.96

0.617

141.29%

Educational goal

0.654

0.580
Knowledge
Social learning and
0.492
environment

Evaluation

Total Whole of the
0.6074
Questionnaire

Table IV summarizes the result of participants' responses
to questionnaire items in the five domains: (1) educational
goal, (2) knowledge, (3) social learning and environment, (4)
student perception toward instruction, and (5) evaluation.
This summary indicates that students practice simulation
games at their schools with an overall mean of (0.607), mode
of (0.96), SD of (0.617), and CV of (141.29%). The highest
average value is obtained upon testing the student’s
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perception
toward
instruction
(0.706>0.654>0.605>0.580>0.490), indicating that the
practice of simulation games enhance the student’s
recognition of provided instructions. The use of computerized
instructions within the simulation game provided a higher
academic achievement [24].
To study the effect of certain variables, the researchers
used the ANOVA test; it ia a parametric test used to compare
more than two means and to study if the difference is
significant or not. For the interpretation, p-value is compared
with α (error ratio = 5% i.e. 0.05). If p-value > α → the
researchers consider the difference insignificant and vice
versa.
Upon performing the ANOVA test, the obtained p-value
for students’ perspective toward simulation game in relation
with learning in a social environment was 0.00002, showing
that the null hypothesis is rejected and there is a significant
difference. The students who enjoy the simulation game don’t
necessarily perform better in teamwork.
While answering the hypothesis that tests the relation
between simulation game effectiveness and education
operation management, the p-value obtained was 0.058,
which indicates that the null hypothesis is significant, and
therefore, the effectiveness of simulation game is affected by
the proper education operation management organization.
V. CONCLUSION
The analyzed results recommended experiencing a
simulation game for enhancing operations management in
regard to some issues, such as the game engaging quality,
appraisal system, and decision-making assessment. Appraisal
of group performance should be supplemented with the
individual performance assessment to guarantee decency in
checking. The utilization of this simulation should be
formally coordinated in the operations management course
syllabus for consistency over the academic years.
A. Complications and limitations in this study
There were several limitations that the researchers
encountered in this study. The two principal limitations are:
1. The lack of studies in Lebanon that have examined
simulation, and
2. The insufficiency of prior research studies
evaluating the effectiveness of embedding simulations as a
part of science education in primary schools.
Moreover, diverse studies discussing dissimilar
pedagogical programs and cultures, stated earlier, were
homogenous and similar to the findings of this research. A
further crucial reason is the lack of any study in Lebanon
done at the same time of this research that uses simulation in
the classroom to make use of its results and overcome the
possible obstacles faced by the researchers.
Consequently, in order to determine the effectiveness of
simulation gaming in science education in primary school,
further research is needed, which must focus on:
a) Teachers perspective against the utilization of
simulation
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b) How encouraging the school administration is in
utilizing ICT
c) Teacher skills in utilizing ICT, especially the ones
concerned with simulation gaming.
B. Implications for further study in Lebanon
There is a deficiency of studies in Lebanon and other
Arab countries with the close pedagogical environment that
evaluates the degree of effectiveness of simulation games in
primary schools for science teaching. Consequently,
researchers require supplementary studies to decide which
factors might reinforce or obstruct the implementation of
simulation in science teaching.
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Abstract—Software-Defined Networking (SDN) offers the possibility to carry out a more direct control of network behavior
and to interact directly with the elements of the network. In this
paper, the problem of optimizing the power consumption in SDN
networks is addressed by looking for the most appropriate set of
active switches and links, their associated rates, and the number
of flow entries at each SDN switch. We present a formulation for
this optimization problem and a heuristic algorithm to reduce
time complexity in large topologies. Energy saving values of more
than 40% are reached using real traffic demands data.
Keywords–SDN; Energy efficiency; Optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the optimization of network power consumption is considered as one promising field of application for
Software-Defined Networking (SDN). This new networking
technology offers the possibility to carry out a more direct
control of network behavior and it gives us the possibility to
interact directly with the elements of the network. Considering
that strategies, such as turning off network switches, links, or
reducing the link rate, can result in energy savings without
affecting the service quality, SDN appears as a proper tool to
act over network devices and configure them following these
prerequisites.
It is known that the highest energy saving is achieved when
entire interconnection devices are turned off. However, the
energy consumption of data networks can also be minimized
by reducing the number of other active elements. For example,
this feature can be implemented by putting into a low-power
sleep state (sleep mode) elements, such as line cards or port
interfaces whenever a link is not tranferring data.
In addition to this, the link rate can also be configured
by the controller. Taking into account that a higher link rate
means a higher power consumption, ports can be configured
with the most appropriate rate considering the traffic rate that
is transferred by the link. Finally, it is also necessary to take
into account the power consumption associated to flow routing.
In this case, this power consumption directly depends on the
number of flows configured in the flow table of a switch, as a
higher number of flow entries represents a higher number of
flows that traverse the corresponding switch.
Different from previous works [1][2], which focus on
power-minimization in SDN considering only the number of
active links, in this work, we also consider all the previous
factors that affect the switch power consumption. That is, in
this paper, the problem of optimizing the power consumption
in an SDN network is addressed by looking for the most
appropriate set of active switches and links, their associated
rates, and the number of flow entries at each SDN switch.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
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•

•
•

It has been developed an optimization program that
minimizes the total switch power consumption considering all the previously presented factors.
A heuristic algorithm to optimize the network power
consumption is also implemented.
The implemented heuristic is evaluated in different
topologies.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
we introduce previous works about the use of SDN technology
to reduce the network power consumption. In Section III,
we introduce our model and present the formulation of our
ILP model. The developed heuristic algorithm is presented in
Section IV. Then, the simulation results are analyzed in Section
V. Finally, in Section VI we present the conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In [1], the authors faced the problem of optimizing the
energy consumption of SDN networks. Such goal is achieved
by an energy-aware routing approach that minimizes the number of active links used to route a given traffic demand in
SDN. They propose an Integer Linear Program (ILP) model, as
well as a heuristic considering the traffic routing requirements.
In [2], the previous model is improved. In addition, results
showed that the heuristic algorithm converges much faster and
it can handle larger network sizes for which the exact model
cannot find solutions in reasonable time.
A state-of-the-art study of energy efficiency strategies in
SDN is presented in [3]. Some research works, such as [4]
and [5] investigate the power consumption of SDN-related
system through measurement studies. For instance, the authors
of [4] derived power consumption models based on the measurements of two OpenFlow switches, considering the effect
of configuration, management, and the managed traffic. In [5],
the authors analyze the implications of different software data
planes on the power efficiency, as part of Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) implementations.
On the other hand, other research works [6][7] explore energy eficiency in SDN-enabled Data Center Networks (DCN).
In a typical data center, energy consumption mainly consists
of two parts: servers and network devices. In [6] authors investigate how to minimize the energy consumption by carefully
scheduling the multi-path routing, according to the data center
traffic demands. They take into account the TCAM (Ternary
Content-Addressable Memory) size limitation and formulate
the problem into an Integer Linear Problem. In [7], the authors
study data center energy optimization with joint consideration
of Virtual Machine placement and forwarding rule placement.
They also formulate the problem in the form of ILP and
propose a low-complexity two-phase heuristic algorithm.
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III. E NERGY-AWARE A PPROACH
According to [8], the power consumption of an OpenFlow
switch (Pswitch ) is modeled as:
Pswitch = Pbase + Pconf ig + Pcontrol + POF

(1)

It consists of the base power Pbase , the power of the
configuration of the switch Pconf ig (it depends on the number
of active ports and the configured rates), the power consumption of the control traffic Pcontrol (it depends on the rate of
outgoing PacketIn messages -they are a way for the switch to
send a captured packet to the controller-, the rate of incoming
FlowMod messages -they allow the controller to modify the
state of an OpenFlow switch-, and their respective energy
consumption per packet), and the power consumption of the
processed OpenFlow traffic POF (it depends on the matches
and actions of active OpenFlow rules).
A. Network Model
In this paper, we consider a topology as an undirected graph
G = (N , E), where N includes both the host set H and the
set V of candidate SDN-enabled switches, i.e., N = H ∪ V,
and edge set E represents the set of candidate links between
the nodes in N .
We also consider a set of offered unicast demands D
between the hosts in H. For each demand d, hd denotes its
known offered traffic.
B. Formulation
We are interested in creating an algorithm that solves
the problem that finds (i) the SDN-enabled switches to be
activated in the network, (ii) the links to be installed, (iii)
their capacities, and (iv) how the traffic must be routed over
the links. The optimization target is to minimize the total power
consumption of SDN switches in the network.
The problem is formulated as follows:
•

Input
◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

parameters:
H: Set of network hosts.
V: Set of candidate SDN-enabled switches.
E: Set of candidate network links. From this
information, δ + (v) denotes the set of candidate
links outgoing from node v, and δ − (v) the set
of candidate links to v.
D: Set of offered unicast demands.
hd , d ∈ D: Offered traffic of a demand d. From
this information, a(d) denotes the origin host
of a demand d and b(d) the destination host.
Pbase : The base power of SDN-enabled
switches.
Pconf ig−port : The power associated to the activation of both extreme switches ports of a
link. It is a term of contributing to the overall
Pconf ig .
Pconf ig−speed : The power associated with the
configured speed rate. It is a term of contributing to the overall Pconf ig .
POF −control : The power associated to the control and OpenFlow traffic.
U : Maximum capacity of a link.
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◦ M : An auxiliary really big number.
Decision variables:
◦ ze , e ∈ E: 1 if candidate link e is actually
installed, and 0 otherwise (there is no link
there, and then the capacity of this candidate
link must be zero).
◦ ue , e ∈ E: Capacity of candidate link e.
◦ xde , d ∈ D, e ∈ E: Traffic of demand d that
traverses candidate link e.
◦ x̂de , d ∈ D, e ∈ E: 1 if demand d traverses
candidate link e, and 0 otherwise.
◦ xv , v ∈ V: 1 if candidate node v is actually
installed, and 0 otherwise.
◦ dv , v ∈ V: Number of OpenFlow flows installed in candidate switch v.
Formulation:

•

•
min

(Pbase

X

xv + Pconf ig−port

X

v

ze +

(2a)

e

+ Pconf ig−speed

X

ue + POF −control

e

X

dv ),

v

subject to:
X

xde −

e∈δ + (v)

X

xde

e∈δ − (v)


hd , if v = a(d)
= −hd , if v = b(d)

0, otherwise

∀d ∈ D, ∀v ∈ V
X
xde ≤ ue , ∀e ∈ E

,
(2b)
(2c)

d

ue ≤ U ze , ∀e ∈ E
X
X
ue +
ue ≤ M xv ,
e∈δ + (v)

(2d)
∀v ∈ V

(2e)

e∈δ − (v)

xde ≤ M x̂de , ∀d ∈ D, ∀e ∈ E
X X
x̂de = dv , ∀v ∈ V

(2f)
(2g)

e∈δ + (v) d

ue ≥ 0, xde ≥ 0, dv ≥ 0, ∀d ∈ D, e ∈ E, v ∈ V
ze , x̂de , xv ∈ {0, 1} ∀d ∈ D, e ∈ E, v ∈ V

(2h)
(2i)

The objective function (2a) minimizes the total power
consumption of SDN switches in the network.
Constraints (2b) are the flow conservation constraints.
Constraints (2c) mean that for each link, the traffic carried in
the link is less or equal than its capacity (and thus, no link is
oversubscribed). Constraints (2d) make that (i) if a candidate
link e is off (ze = 0), then there cannot be a capacity in it
(ue = 0), and (ii) if a candidate link is on (ze = 1), the link
capacity is limited to U .
Constraints (2e) make that if a candidate switch v is off
(xv = 0), then the capacity of its outgoing and incoming links
has to be equal to zero (ue = 0). Constraints (2f) make that
if a demand d does not traverse a link e, then the associated
traffic of the demand has to be equal to zero (xde = 0).
Constraints (2g) set the number of OpenFlow flows installed in candidate switch v. Finally, constraints (2h) forbid
that a link carries a negative amount of traffic of a demand,
since this has no physical meaning.
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Require: G = (N , E) network graph, D data traffic demands
Ensure: V active switches, X active links, U links capacity,
F flows in each switch
1: for all demands ∈ D do
2:
if first demand then
3:
path=S HORTEST PATH(demand)
4:
C ALCULATE P OWER(path, demand)
5:
U PDATE(V, X , U, F)
6:
else
7:
P=A LL P OSSIBLE PATHS(demand)
8:
for all paths ∈ P do
9:
if AVAILABLE C APACITY(path) then
10:
C ALCULATE P OWER(path, demand)
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
S ELECT M INIMUM P OWER PATH(P)
14:
U PDATE(V, X , U, F)
15:
end if
16: end for
Figure 1. Heuristic algorithm

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

for all links ∈ path do
U PDATE ACTIVE L INKS(link, demand)
U PDATE I NSTALLED F LOWS(demand)
if origin(link) or destination(link) ∈
/ V then
U PDATE ACTIVE S WITCHES( )
end if
U PDATE T OTAL P OWER(demand)
end for
return totalPower
Figure 2. C ALCULATE P OWER(path, demand)

This optimization problem has been implemented in a
network planning tool that is publicly available through GNU
public license, called Net2Plan [9]. The contributed Java
Optimization Modeler (JOM) library allows Java to interface
from Net2Plan with GLPK and IPOPT optimization engines.
In this way, it is possible to create and configure custom
optimization problems within the Net2Plan environment.
However, the previous optimization problem becomes challenging to be solved even on medium-scale topologies. This
is because the difficulty of this problem is NP-Hard, so the
consumption of resources grow exponentially with the network
size. To solve this problem in an alternative way, we develop
a heuristic algorithm in the next section.
IV. H EURISTIC A LGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The main
loop of the algorithm consists in determining the minimum
power path for each traffic demand, that is, the path that
suposses a minimum increment in the total power consumption
in the network. In the case of the first demand (line 2), the
selected path is the shortest one. Then, the power consumption
associated to the configuration of this path in the network is
calculated, and the sets of active switches (V), active links (X ),
links capacities (X ), and flows in each switch (F) are updated.
For the rest of traffic demands (line 6), first of all, the set
of admissible paths associated with each demand is obtained.
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Among all these paths with enough capacity to establish the
new connection, we select the path that has a lower increment
in the total power consumption in the network (line 13). Then,
the sets of active switches (V), active links (X ), links capacity
(X ), and flows in each switch (F) are updated.
Figure 2 shows the method to obtain the power increment
that supposes the establishment of a specific demand in a
certain path. Line 2 considers if a new link must be activated or
an existing link needs to increment its configured speed. Line
3 considers the energy consumption required by the adding
of new flow entries in the switches that form the path. Line
5 takes into account if it has been necessary to activate new
switches.
V. S IMULATIONS AND R ESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, a simulator
in Python language has been developed. Network topologies
are obtained using the NetworkX [10] library. NetworkX is
a Python software package that is used for the creation and
study of the structure and performance of complex networks.
Our tests are performed in two different topologies, one with
|V| = 20 candidate switches and another with |V| = 70. On
the other hand, the traffic demands have been obtained from
SNDlib library [11].
Figure 3 shows the total power consumption in a network
with 70 nodes, as a function of the number of demands. In
this figure, we can observe that the power consumption using
the heuristic is lower than the power consumed when all the
swiches and links are active. The saved power values are
between 25% and 50%. On the other hand, in this figure it is
clear that the increment in the number of demands represents
an increment in power consumption.
Figure 4 shows the total power consumption in a network
with 20 nodes. In this figure, we can observe the same patterns
as in Figure 3. In this figure we can see how the heuristic
continues to give us better performance regarding scenarios
where only the links that are not used are disconnected. When
the number of demands is small, the saved power values are
similar to those presented with |V| = 70. However, when
the number of demands increases, it can be seen that the
percentage of saved power is lower in the case |V| = 20.
This is due to the fact that in the case of |V| = 20, as
demand between nodes increases, most nodes in the network
must be activated to supply such demand. While in the case
of |V| = 70, having more nodes available, we can try to route
the demands in a higher number of available routes, giving us
a higher percentage of saved power.
Figure 6 shows the increment in the total power when new
demands are activated in the network. It can be seen that when
the first demands are established, the increment in the total
power is high. This is because it is the necessary to activate
several switches to connect the source and the destination
nodes. As new demands are established, the switches have
already been activated, so the required power is not so high.
There are some peaks in the last demands, though. This is
because there is a new source or destination node that has not
been activated before, or that simply the links that were already
connected cannot give the necessary performance to satisfy the
demands and it is necessary to look for another route with a
new switch that was not connected.
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Figure 3. Total power consumption in a network with 70 nodes.
Figure 6. Increment in the total power when new demands are activated.

50%. As future work, we plan to implement this heuristic in
Smart Cities environments, where SDN is a key element.
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Abstract—Due to the explosive growth of the mobile devices and
development of the network technologies, HyperText Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) adaptive streaming has become a new trend in
video delivery to provide efficient multimedia streaming
services. Another important development is the provision of
high quality contents, such as Ultra High Definition (UHD)
videos. UHD content supports longer Group Of Pictures (GOP)
size, as well as higher spatial resolution and higher frame rates.
Due to these characteristics, the UHD content is characterized
by the longer segment duration and higher bandwidth
requirements in HTTP adaptive streaming system. In an HTTP
adaptive streaming system, the long segment duration, which is
the characteristic of UHD content, degrades the responsiveness
to network fluctuations. It increases the video stalling period
and degrades the user Quality of Experience (QoE). In this
paper, we propose the segment duration based HTTP Adaptive
streaming scheme for UHD contents. In our scheme, we assign
different segment duration based on each quality level and
propose the rate adaptation scheme to improve the QoE for
UHD content. Using the simulation, we prove that our scheme
significantly reduces the playback discontinuity.
Keywords-HTTP adaptive streaming; UHD (Ultra High
Definition) content; QoE (Quality of Experience)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of the network technologies and
the explosive growth of the mobile devices such as smart
phone and tablet PC, there have been significantly increasing
demands for multimedia streaming services. Video traffic is a
growing fraction of Internet traffic. Because of video traffic
growth, HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) adaptive
streaming is receiving attention to provide efficient
multimedia streaming services. In the HTTP adaptive
streaming, a video content is encoded at multiple bitrates and
the encoded video content is segmented into small parts of
fixed durations. When the HTTP adaptive streaming player
starts video streaming, it requests a segmented video content
by sending an HTTP GET message. Each video segment is
downloaded over HTTP and TCP using the conventional
HTTP web servers. Typical implementations of the HTTP
adaptive streaming are Apple HTTP Live Streaming,
Microsoft Smooth Streaming, and Adobe dynamic Streaming.
Also, Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is
defined in the standard [1].
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Another important development is the provision of high
quality contents, such as Ultra High Definition (UHD) videos
attracting the attention of content providers. The UHD content
format is defined in the Recommendation ITU-R BT.2020 and
SMPTE ST 2036-1 [2]. Compared to High Definition (HD),
UHD content supports longer Group Of Pictures (GOP) size,
as well as higher spatial resolution and frame rates to reduce
the data size. The UHD content is characterized by the long
segment duration and higher bandwidth requirements in the
HTTP adaptive streaming system.
In HTTP adaptive streaming system, a client can select the
quality level of next segment based on the quality adaptation
method to cope with bandwidth fluctuations. The long
segment duration, which is the characteristic of UHD content,
degrades the responsiveness to network fluctuations [3]. It
increases the quality switching delay and video stalling period
(also called as buffer freezing). These degrade the user Quality
of Experience (QoE).
In this paper, we propose a segment duration based HTTP
adaptive streaming scheme for UHD content. The proposed
scheme assigns different segment duration according to each
quality level and requests the extra segment of the selected
quality by the rate adaptation algorithm to improve the
responsiveness of UHD content. The proposed rate adaptation
algorithm determines the number of extra segments and the
quality at which each of these segments should be downloaded.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
works are presented in Section II. The proposed scheme is
presented in Section III. The experimental results are provided
in Section IV, and finally the concluding remarks are given in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of HTTP adaptive
streaming. An HTTP server consists of three parts, which
include the media segments, manifest file, and HTTP module.
A multimedia content is encoded with multiple qualities. Each
encoded content is divided into small segments of the fixed
duration which start with an I-frame and do not reference
frames from the surrounding GOPs. The segments are
individually addressable by unique Uniform Resource
Identifier (URIs). The manifest file specifies the content
characteristics (e.g., bitrate, codec information, framerate,
segment duration, resolution and URI). The HTTP module at
the server sends the media segments according to request from
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Figure 1. Architecture of HTTP adaptive streaming system.

the HTTP client. An HTTP client consists of four parts, which
include the player, adaptation module, monitor module, and
HTTP module. The monitor module estimates the throughput
during the download of the segments. The adaptation module
selects suitable bitrate for adapting the dynamic network
conditions depending on the received manifest file and the
measured condition, which is the estimated throughput or
playback buffer occupancy. The HTTP module at the client
sends the requests to the HTTP server according to the
selected quality. When the HTTP adaptive streaming client
starts video streaming, it requests the manifest file using
HTTP GET message to the HTTP server. According to this
request, the HTTP server sends the manifest file to the client.
After receiving the manifest file, the client requests an
appropriate segment using throughput measured in monitor
module. Then, the HTTP server sends the requested segment.
Finally, the player plays the received segments.
In order to improve the QoE and Quality of Service (QoS),
many adaptation schemes are proposed for HTTP adaptive
streaming. The adaptation schemes can be broadly divided
into two categories. In the first category, the HTTP adaptive
streaming switches the video quality according to the current
state of the network, such as throughput [4][5]. Segment
throughput is calculated as the ratio of the segment size to the
time that it takes to download the segment [6]. The moving
average of the throughput of previous segments is used to
estimate the throughput [7]. In the second category, buffer
occupancy is used in order to provide the seamless playback.
The buffer is divided into predefined ranges and different
decisions are taken to select the video rates when the buffer
level stays in different ranges [8][9]. The method in [9] is
more stable as compared to the method in [8] but it is late to
react to the changes in the throughput as it waits for the
playback buffer to reach a threshold before selecting a higher
video rate.

A. Architecture of the proposed streaming system
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed streaming
system. In the proposed system, the server consists of the
media preparation module, content annotation module and
segment scheduler module.
•
The media preparation module provides the tools for
encoding and encapsulation so that the content can be
presented and delivered efficiently to the client in the
pre-defined format. The module encodes the video
stream into multiple representations and divides the
representation into small segments of different fixed
duration according to quality level.
•
The manifest file module provides metadata file or
manifest file which contains the information about the
characteristics of the stored multimedia content. The
content information contains the bitrate, URI, and
segment duration of each representation.
•
The segment scheduler module is responsible for
sending segments using multiple connections according
to the request message.
•
The HTTP module at the server sends the media segment
based on requested message by client.
In the proposed system, the client consists of the media
player, buffer controller, manifest file parser, monitoring,
request scheduler and quality adaptation modules.
•
•
•

•
•

The player module provides the tools which play and
control the multimedia to the client.
The manifest file parser module analyzes the manifest
file received from the server.
The buffer controller module stores the segments in the
each buffer according to their connections. Further, this
module finds the beginning time of the segments to be
played next.
The monitor module measures the throughput while
downloading each segment and monitors the buffer
occupancy while the client plays the received segments.
The adaptation module selects suitable bitrate to request
next based on the received manifest file and the
measured context information.
Client
Server

Player

Media
Preparation

Buffer Controller

III.

SEGMENT DURATION BASED HTTP ADAPTIVE
STREAMING SCHEME

In this section, we design the architecture of the proposed
HTTP adaptive streaming system for UHD streaming services.
Then, we also present a rate adaptation scheme for seamless
playback of the UHD content.

Request a Chunk
Menifest file

Chunk
Segment
Scheduler

Manifest file
Parser

Monitor module

Request
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Adaptation
module
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HTTP module

Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed streaming system.
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•
•

The request scheduler module determines the time to
request segment based on the buffer occupancy of the
client.
The HTTP module at the client receives the media
segment from the server.

Segment duration of requested quality

Throughput

Extra segment

B. Segment duration based rate adaptation scheme
We assign the segment duration differently according to
each quality level and present the rate adaptation scheme that
provides uninterrupted playback even when network
bandwidth is decreased.
Figure 3 shows the assigned segment duration for
seamless playback of the UHD content. The segment
durations are organized hierarchically according to each
quality level. The segment duration of the UHD content is 8
seconds due to its longer GOP size. To improve the
responsiveness of the network conditions and minimize the
wasted bandwidth, the segment duration of other quality level
with the exception of UHD content is reduced by half
compared to higher quality. For example, the segment
durations of Full HD (FHD), HD and Standard Definition (SD)
are 4, 2 and 1 seconds respectively. These assignments can
quickly increase the quality from SD to UHD by improving
the responsiveness of the network conditions.

UHD

Time

Quality Level

Playback Time

Figure 4. Segment duration based rate adaptation scheme.

remaining data of the higher quality level is downloaded, the
proposed system is looking for the time to switches to the
higher quality segment.
To improve the user QoE, we present the rate adaptation
algorithm for the extra segment. We first determine whether
to request an extra segment every segment duration of each
quality level. This decision is made by comparing the
available buffer level and the required download time. The
required download time is calculated as in (1).
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

8s

𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

(1)

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 denotes the required download time, 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
denotes the size of remaining data to download, and 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡
denotes the estimated throughput. The size of remaining data
to download is calculated as in (2).

FHD
4s

HD

𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 × 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒
SD
Figure 3. Segment duration assignment.

Figure 4 shows the proposed rate adaptation scheme for
seamless playback of the UHD content. The top of the Figure
4 shows the proposed scheme when the bandwidth decreases
while downloading the segment. The bottom of the Figure 4
shows the playback scenario of the client. If the requested
segment is not downloaded within the segment duration, the
client simultaneously requests an extra segment of a lower
quality than previously requested using multiple connections
while the buffered segments are being played. The extra
segment is an additional segment with the same playback time
as the segment currently being downloaded. If the lower
quality segment gets downloaded before the previously
requested segment, the client plays the extra segment while
downloading the remaining data of previously requested
segment. By playing the extra segment, the client can stream
the video smoothly without buffer freezing. After the
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(2)

𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 denotes the video rate of original segment, which
is the higher quality level, 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 denotes the segment
duration of original segment, and 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 denotes the size of
downloaded data. The proposed scheme has a condition for
decision as in (3).
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 > 𝑡𝑏𝑢𝑓

(3)

𝑡𝑏𝑢𝑓 denotes the buffering time as the available download
time. If the time required to download the remaining data is
larger than the buffering time, the client will experience
playback interruptions. Therefore, the client needs to request
the extra segment. The proposed scheme also determines the
quality level of the extra segment. The quality of extra
segment is calculated as in (4).

, where

𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎
𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 +𝑛(𝑅𝑘 ×𝑡𝑘 )
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡

= max 𝑅𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛
< 𝑡𝑏𝑢𝑓 + 𝑛 × 𝑡𝑘 , 𝑛 <
(4)
𝑡𝑘
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Rate (Kbps)

Video Level

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the simulation results for the
proposed scheme. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed scheme, we implement it in the Network Simulatior3 (ns-3). The simulation topology is shown in Figure 5. In this
simulation, the bottleneck link is set at 20Mbps. The segment
duration of the conventional HTTP adaptive streaming
scheme is 8 seconds for all quality level. The server has 4
different pre-encoded video qualities (430Kbps, 1500Kbps,
2700Kbps, and 10000Kbps). We compare the conventional
HTTP adaptive streaming scheme and the proposed scheme.
The simulation is run for 400 seconds. In order to generate the
cross traffic, we inject 10Mbps of Constant Bitrate (CBR)
traffic between the server and client at 200 second.
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Figure 6. Playback video level and buffer occupancy
of the conventional HTTP adaptive streaming scheme.
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𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 denotes the video rate of extra segment, 𝑅𝑘 denotes
the video rate of k-th quality level, 𝑡𝑘 denotes the segment
duration of k-th quality level, and 𝑛 denotes the number of
extra segments. This equation means that the quality
adaptation module selects the extra segment that is encoded
with the maximum bitrate and avoids buffer underflow.

CBR

Time (s)

Figure 5. Simulation topology.

Figure 6 shows the playback video level and buffer
occupancy of the conventional HTTP adaptive streaming
scheme. The conventional HTTP adaptive streaming scheme
experiences buffer underflow after generating the cross traffic
because the client responds slowly to network changes due to
long segment duration. On the other hand, Figure 7 shows the
playback video level and buffer occupancy of the proposed
scheme. In the proposed scheme, buffer underflow does not
occur after generating the cross traffic because the proposed
scheme requests an extra segment by predicting buffer
underflow. The proposed scheme downloads an extra segment
at 207 second and plays the extra segment while downloading
the original segment. After receiving the original segment, the
player switches to the quality of original segment. Simulation
results show that the proposed scheme does not experience
buffer underflow and provides a better QoE than conventional
HTTP adaptive streaming scheme.
V. CONCLUSION
The UHD content is characterized by the long segment
duration and higher bandwidth requirements in the HTTP
adaptive streaming system because it supports not only higher
frame rates but also longer GOP size. These characteristics
degrade the user QoE due to lower responsiveness of the
network changes. In this paper, we propose the segment
duration based HTTP adaptive streaming scheme for UHD
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Figure 7. Playback video level and buffer occupancy
of the proposed scheme.

content. The proposed scheme aims to provide the seamless
playback for improving the QoE. To achieve this goal, we
assign the different segment duration according to each
quality level and request the extra segment from the server
based on proposed rate adaptation scheme. Through the
simulation results, the proposed scheme is proven to the
seamless playback without buffer underflow. In the future
work, we will analyze the proposed scheme in various
network environments and implement the proposed system in
real network.
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Abstract— Image deblurring is a challenging task in image
processing. It is an ill-posed problem to estimate the unknown
blur kernel and recover the original image from a blurred image.
There are many methods for blurred natural images; however,
few of them are able to perform well on blurred face images.
Based on 𝐋𝟎 norm prior, we propose a two-step method for the
images deblurring. The proposed method does not require any
facial dataset to initialize the gradient of contours or any
complex filtering strategies. In the first step, we combine 𝐋𝟎
norm prior with our local smooth prior to predict the blur
kernel. With simple Gaussian filtering, we could maintain the
smooth region in the latent image. In the second step, we refine
the previous estimated kernel. In order to discard low intensity
pixels that seemed to be noises on the kernel, we impose the
sparsity on the kernel. Experimental results demonstrate that
our proposed algorithm performs well on the facial images.
Keywords-image debluring; kernel; smooth prior.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Blind deblurring is a tough task in image processing. It can
be modelled as
B=x∗k+n,

(1)

where B is an observed blurred image, x is a latent image, ∗
is a convolution operator, k is a blur kernel, and n is a noise.
Recovering a sharp image from the single blurred image B is
an ill-posed problem. It can be solved by infinite set of pairs
of the blur kernel and the latent image. Recent researches
have a significant advance on image deblurring by iterative
methods to estimate x and k. We can obtain a recovered
image and an estimated kernel in each iteration. Usually, the
temporarily recovered image is referred to as a latent image.
The latent image is a clear and deblurred image. With edge
information, the latent image and the blur kernel are
estimated iteratively [3][5][8][10]. Shan et al. [2] adopted a
sparse image prior via global and local priors. Krishnan et al.
[6] used the 𝐿1 /𝐿2 prior on the high frequencies of an image.
Xu et al. [9] used an unnatural 𝐿0 prior to select high gradient
edges iteratively. Kotera et al. [11] used straightforward
maximum a posteriori method with 𝐿0.3 heavy-tail prior. In
this paper, we add a local prior to maintain smooth regions
and refine the estimated kernel by the 𝐿0 prior. In contrast to
Pan et al. [14], which is focused on facial image deblurring,
we predict the latent image without dataset supports and our
experiments are better in image quality with appropriate
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parameters. In Section 2, related works are addressed. In
Section 3, our proposed method is introduced. Section 4
describes our experimental results and Section 5 is the
conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Image deblurring can be divided into two parts: blind
deblurring and non-blind deblurring. The former is to recover
a sharp image with only a given blurred image; the latter uses
deconvolution to get a better result than the former. The
challenge on facial images deblurring is that there is less
texture in facial images. The existing methods use few edges
in the blurred image to estimate a blur kernel. Cho and Lee
[3] used an explicit filter as the shock filter to process the
blurred image to select its real edges. Xu et al. [5] created a
metric to measure the usefulness edges which is defined by
local gradient information. Bae et al. [8] focused on the
informative edges in patches. They combined gradient
magnitude, the edges of straightness and usefulness edges as
mentioned above. Other works have constraints on the
sparsity of image gradients [2][6][9][11]. Shock filter has
been used in [3] as a sharpened reference image for
deblurring. However, due to severe blurring motion,
recovering facial contour is difficult due to wrong edge
selection. The gradient of heavy-tail distribution
[1][2][4][7][11] property on face images might not work well
because of less textures in those images. In other works,
‖𝑥‖
different sparsity priors [6], such as the normalized prior ‖𝑥‖1
2

were introduced. According to Xu et al. [9], we can use it to
recover the latent image with only several iterations. Without
extra filtering such as shock filters, the optimization progress
is faster than other methods. Recently, Pan et al. [14]
proposed a deblurring method which uses similar face
contours in their exemplar dataset for initial guess, and solve
the objective function by the 𝐿0 prior of the gradient
magnitude. They collected hundreds of images and the
gradients of those images to build their exemplar dataset. The
success of the method is due to the facial global structure
which has similar contours. However, an additional dataset is
required to choose the initial guess. Different from the
method of Pan et al. [14], we propose a two-step method to
refine our results without dataset support. We focus on the
smooth regions in face images and preserve the flat regions
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by a local smooth term to alleviate the problem of ambiguous
edge selection.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method is shown in Figure 1. The blurred
image is processed with the kernel estimation to obtain the
initial kernel. Then, with the adjustment of the initial kernel
based on its sparsity, we can get the final estimated kernel
and the deblurred image. The kernel estimation is done with
a coarse-to-fine approach. We estimate the latent image (x
step) and the blur kernel (k step) iteratively in different scales.
The coarse-to-fine method solves x by minimizing the
objective function with a local smooth term from a low image
scale to a high image scale. The estimated kernel at the last
scale will be the initial kernel next round. In the kernel
adjustment, the predicted kernel is denoised by using 𝐿0
regularization to discard its low intensity pixels. The
objective function with our local smoothness term is
min‖𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝐵‖22 + 𝜆‖𝛻𝑥‖0 + 𝛼‖𝛻𝑥 − 𝛻𝑧‖22
𝑥,𝑧

(2)

where 𝑥 is a latent image, 𝐵 is a blurred image, and 𝑘
is a blur kernel, 𝛻 is a gradient operator of two directions
(horizontal and vertical).

by a factor of 2. In this function, we only choose high gradient
pixels in the blurred image which makes the latent image
sparse. We set
𝑧 = ~𝑡 ∘ 𝑥̂,
(5)
𝑥̂ is the latent image, which is filtered by a Gaussian filter
with initial variance σ = 0.3 and increases over each scale, ∘
is a pointwise product (pixel to pixel), and ~ is a NOT
operator. 𝑡 is a binary image indicating high gradients in the
latent image (using 𝑤),
1,
𝑤≠0
𝑡={
,
0,
𝑤=0
We dilate 𝑡 to avoid the influence on high gradient edge,
𝑡 = 𝑡⨁𝑚,
where ⨁ is a dilation operator, 𝑚 is a square structuring
element whose width is a half of estimated kernel size.
In our experiment, we set the initial kernel size for 3 pixel,
and increases it over each scale by factor of √2. Thus, the 𝑧
map we introduced could be thought of as the set of all pixels
in the latent image with filtering, which is exclusive of the
high gradient pixels in each iteration. According to Shan et
al. [2], the smooth region in the latent image is still smooth
after motion blur. The results with our smooth term are shown

Figure 1. The flow chart of our proposed method

The first term represents the error between the observed
blurred image and the estimated blurred image convoluted by
the latent image and the kernel. The second term represents
the constraint of the sparsity in the latent image. The third
term is our proposed local smoothness term that we want the
latent image to be close to the 𝑧 map which indicate the
smooth regions in the blurred image. As in Pan’s [14], we can
rewrite (2) as
min ‖𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝐵‖22 + 𝛽‖𝛻𝑥 − 𝑤‖22 + 𝜆‖𝑤‖0 + 𝛼‖𝛻𝑥 − 𝛻𝑧‖22 , (3)

𝑥,𝑤,𝑧

𝜆

and

𝛻𝑥, 𝑖𝑓 |𝛻𝑥|2 ≥
𝛽,
𝑤={
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

(4)

The variable w helps us to solve 𝐿0 term. The larger 𝛽
becomes, the closer the solution of (3) approaches (2).
Because of the multiple-variable minimization of (3), we
solve it alternatively by updating 𝑤, 𝑧 and 𝑥 independently.
Given the latent image 𝑥, we obtain 𝑤 by (4) with a threshold.
Here, 𝜆 is a constant, and 𝛽 becomes larger in each iteration
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. The latent image and estimated kernel recovered by our method
with and without our priors of local smoothness. (a) Our local smooth prior
(𝛼 = 0.0008, 𝜆 = 0.02) (b) Without our local smooth prior (𝛼 = 0, 𝜆 =
0.02) (c) original kernel

in Figure 2 (a). Minimizing (6) with respect to 𝑥, we obtain
min‖𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝐵‖22 + 𝛽‖𝛻𝑥 − 𝑤‖22 + 𝛼‖𝛻𝑥 − 𝛻𝑧‖22 . (6)
𝑥

According to Pan et al. [14], we can get
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ℱ(𝑘)ℱ(𝐵)+𝛽(ℱ(𝜕
𝑥 )ℱ(𝑤𝑥 )+ℱ(𝜕𝑦 )ℱ(𝑤𝑦 ))+𝛼(ℱ(𝜕𝑥 )ℱ(𝑧𝑥 )+ℱ(𝜕𝑦 )ℱ(𝑧𝑦 ))

𝑥 = ℱ −1 (

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ℱ(𝑘)+(𝛽+𝛼)(ℱ(𝜕
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ℱ(𝑘)
𝑥 )ℱ(𝜕𝑥 )+ℱ(𝜕𝑦 )ℱ(𝜕𝑦 ))

(7)

−1 (∙)

where ℱ
and ℱ(∙) are the Inverse Discrete Fourier
Transform (IDFT) and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
and 𝜕𝑥 and 𝜕𝑦 are derivative operators in x and y directions,
and ∙̅ is the complex conjugate operator. The objective
function of the kernel estimation is
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min‖𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝐵‖22 + 𝛾‖𝑘‖22
𝑘

(8)

where 𝑥 is a latent image, 𝐵 is a blurred image, and 𝑘
is a blur kernel, 𝛾 is the parameter for regularization term on
the kernel sparity. It can be solved by the conjugate gradient
decent easily. Here, the data term is on gradient level
according to Pan et al. [14], which has a stable kernel
estimation can be written as
min‖𝛻𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝛻𝐵‖22 + 𝛾‖𝑘‖22 ,
(9)

introduced, and we use two steps to refine our predicted
kernel. Figure 2 shows the refinement of kernel estimation.
We can see that Figure 3 (b) shows the kernel after refinement.
It is much closer to the kernel of ground truth than Figure 2(a)
the kernel before the refinement.

𝑘

where 𝛻 is gradient of horizontal and vertical direction. It is
efficient to rewrite (9) in the matrix form. Thus, (9) can be
rewritten as below:
(𝛻𝑥K − 𝛻𝐵)T (𝛻𝑥K − 𝛻𝐵) + 𝛾K T K
= K 𝑇 ∇𝑥 𝑇 ∇𝑥K − K 𝑇 ∇𝑥 𝑇 ∇𝐵 − ∇𝐵𝑇 ∇𝑥K + 𝛾K T K , (1)
where K is a convolution matrix referred to k. By the
minimization of (10) with respect to K we can obtain
(∇𝑥 𝑇 ∇𝑥 + 𝛾)K = ∇𝑥 𝑇 ∇𝐵
(11)
Then, (11) can be solved by the conjugate gradient decent.
The coarse-to-fine kernel estimation is with (11) and
estimation of the latent image is with (4), (5) and (7). The
experimental observation of output kernel shows that there
are still some low intensity pixels that seemed to be noise.
The straightforward concept is using L0 norm to let the kernel
be sparse. Based on L0 norm method, this problem involves
the following terms
min‖𝛻𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝛻𝐵‖22 + 𝜆‖𝑘‖0 ,
(12)
𝑘

Which represents the constraint on the sparsity of blur kernel.
Since the function in equation (12) is a non-convex function,
we add an auxiliary variable 𝑟 into (12) and rewrite it as the
previous case
min‖𝛻𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝛻𝐵‖22 + 𝜆‖𝑟‖0 + 𝛽‖𝑘 − 𝑟‖22 . (13)
𝑘,𝑟

In each iteration, we alternatively solve subproblems with
respect to each variable 𝑟 and 𝑘,
𝜆
𝑘, 𝑖𝑓 |𝑘|2 ≥
𝛽 .
𝑟={
(14)
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Here, 𝜆 is a constant, and 𝛽 increases by a factor of 2 in each
iteration. The threshold of the intensity of kernel pixels is to
discard the low value of pixels.
min‖𝛻𝑥 ∗ 𝑘 − 𝛻𝐵‖22 + 𝛽‖𝑘 − 𝑟‖22 .
(15)
𝑘

After the variable 𝑟 is obtained, minimization of (14) can
be rewritten as below:
(∇𝑥 𝑇 ∇𝑥 + 𝛽)K = ∇𝑥 𝑇 ∇𝐵 + 𝛽R,
(16)
where K is a convolution matrix referred to 𝑘 , R is a
convolution matrix referred to 𝑟.
We can solve (16) by conjugate gradient decent. The
concept in the second step is based on the progressive sparsity
of 𝐿0 norm. Because 𝐿0 norm is a non-convex function, we
have to use additional variables and iterations to solve.
Therefore, in the k step (kernel estimation process), we
estimate the kernel with 𝐿2 norm regularization which can be
done easily by conjugate gradient decent. Compared to Pan
et al. [14], we rewrite the 𝐿0 method in coarse-to-fine
approach. Without dataset support, we solve it in a single
image. Compared to Xu et al. [9], the local smooth prior is
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3. Refinement of kernel estimation (a) Before (b) After (c) Ground
truth kernel

Finally, we obtain the refinement kernel and use the nonblind deconvolution provided by Pan et al. [14]: deconvSps
function to get the recovering image.
IV.EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, the parameters: 𝛼 = [4𝑒−4 ~ 64𝑒−4],
𝜆=[0.02,0.03,0.04], and initial kernel size is 17×17. The
dataset we test is provided by Pan et al. [14] and Levin et al.
[11]. The ground truth images are the deconvolution of the
blur images with the ground truth blur kernel. The non-blind
deconvolution method is provided by Pan et al. [14]:
deconvSps function, which is the same method we used in
our estimated kernels to recover the sharp images for
consistent measures. To validate our framework, we compare
the visual quality of the recovered sharp latent image and
kernel which is shown in Figure 4 without our local smooth
prior and Figure 5 with and without our kernel refinement.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the results by various
methods. The recovering method, deconvSps function, is the
same provided by Pan et al. [14]. The image quality shows
that the image recovered by our kernel looks softer and
smoother. In addition, our local smooth prior and kernel
adjustment could reduce the noise of the estimated kernel;
that is, it is reasonable to fit two-step approach to improve the
kernel. Also, 40 blur images provided by Pan et al. [14] are
used. PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and SSIM
(Structural Similarity) are the metrics between the images
with ground truth kernel via non blind deconvolution and the
deblurred images. Figures 7 and Figure 8 show that the
comparison of PSNR and SSIM values for 40 images and our
method has better performance.
IV.

CONCLUSION

We present a new framework combined with L0 norm
prior for images which leverages those smooth regions and
refines the kernel to get better results. The local smooth term
is to maintain the smoothness in images. Without any dataset
support, we use coarse-to-fine approach and perform well on
face images.The better results could be credited to the flat
region in these face images to alleviate the ambiguous edge
selection.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4 (a) without our local smooth prior. α=0, λ=0.02
smooth prior. α=16e-4, λ=0.02

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 6. Comparison of Image quality (a) Our method (b) Pan [14] (c)
Kotera [11] (d) Xu [5] (e) Ground truth kernel with non-blind deconvolution

Figure 7. Comparison of PSNR values for 40 blurred images

(b) With our local

Figure 8. . Comparison of SSIM values for 40 blurred images

(a)
(b)
Figure 5 (a) Without our kernel refinement (b) With our kernel refinement
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